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a b s t r a c t

A main purpose of a mathematical nutrition model (a.k.a., feeding systems) is to provide a
mathematical approach for determining the amount and composition of the diet necessary
for a certain level of animal productive performance. Therefore, feeding systems should
be able to predict voluntary feed intake and to partition nutrients into different productive
functions and performances. In the last decades, several feeding systems for goats have been
developed. The objective of this paper is to compare and evaluate the main goat feeding
systems (AFRC, CSIRO, NRC, and SRNS), using data of individual growing goat kids from
seven studies conducted in Brazil. The feeding systems were evaluated by regressing the
residuals (observed minus predicted) on the predicted values centered on their means. The
comparisons showed that these systems differ in their approach for estimating dry matter
intake (DMI) and energy requirements for growing goats. The AFRC system was the most

accurate for predicting DMI (mean bias = 91 g/d, P < 0.001; linear bias 0.874). The average
ADG accounted for a large part of the bias in the prediction of DMI by CSIRO, NRC, and,
mainly, AFRC systems. The CSIRO model gave the most accurate predictions of ADG when
observed DMI was used as input in the models (mean bias 12 g/d, P < 0.001; linear bias
−0.229), while the AFRC was the most accurate when predicted DMI was used (mean bias
8 g/d, P > 0.1; linear bias −0.347).
. Introduction

In the last decades several feeding systems for goats
ave been published: (i) the Institut National de la
echerche Agronomique (INRA, 2007; INRA); (ii) the Com-

onwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization

CSIRO, 2007; CSIRO); (iii) the Agricultural and Food
esearch Council (AFRC, 1998; AFRC); (iv) the Estación
xperimental del Zaidin, Granada (Aguilera, 2001); (v)
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the recommendations for the supply of energy and nutri-
ents to goats (Drochner et al., 2003); (vi) the E (Kika) de
la Garza Institute for Goat Research-Langston University
(Sahlu et al., 2004; IGR); (vii) the National Research Council
(NRC, 2007; NRC); and (viii) the Small Ruminant Nutrition
System (Cannas et al., 2008; Tedeschi et al., 2008; SRNS).
Among them, the most widely used are AFRC, CSIRO, SRNS,
NRC and INRA, but they have not been compared in the lit-
erature. The AFRC system deals with dairy breeds only and

uses a simplified approach, based mainly on ARC (1980),
deriving many of its equations from the system developed
for sheep and cattle. The CSIRO system based most of its
recommendation on the models developed for sheep. In
the SRNS, energy requirements are predicted based on the
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Table 1
Information regarding the studies used in the comparison of the feeding systems.

Study Reference n Genotype Animal type Gender Type of diet Feeding treatment

1 Teixeira et al. (2006) 21 1/2 Boer, 1/2 Saanen Meat Male Weaned Ad libitum, or with 30% and
60% feed restriction

2 Teixeira (2004) 18 1/2 Boer, 1/2 Saanen Meat Male Unweaned in part
of the trial

Ad libitum, or with 30% and
60% feed restriction

3 Medeiros (2001) 27 Saanen Dairy Male Unweaned in part
of the trial

Ad libitum, or with 30% and
60% feed restriction

4 Ferreira (2003) 27 Saanen Dairy Castrated Weaned Ad libitum, or with 30% and
60% feed restriction

5 Fernandes et al. (2007) 21 3/4 Boer, 1/4 Saanen Meat Male Weaned Ad libitum, or with 30% and
60% feed restriction

6 Resende (1989) 12 1/2 local, 1/2 dairy
breed

Local Male Unweaned in part
of the trial

Ad libitum or at
1.2 × maintenance

al
7 Ribeiro (1995) 11 1/2 local, 1/2 dairy
breed

Loc

SRNS for sheep, modified to account for specific require-
ments of goats, whereas its growth model is based, with
some modifications, on CSIRO (2007). The NRC system
adopted almost totally the IGR system, which reported
the requirements of Angora and dairy, meat and indige-
nous breeds separately, however regarding feed intake NRC
adopted the model suggested by CSIRO. The INRA system
was specifically developed for dairy goats, but its equa-
tions have not been published nor can be derived, and its
predictions are available only in tabular form.

The goal of this paper was to compare and evaluate
the main goat feeding systems that have published their
equations (AFRC, CSIRO, SRNS and NRC), focusing on their
estimates of dry matter intake and average daily gain of
goat kids of different breeds or crossbreds.

2. Material and methods

The goat feeding systems compared and evaluated in this study were
AFRC, CSIRO, NRC and SRNS. To evaluate them, results from seven studies
carried out at UNESP (Jaboticabal, Brazil) and UFV (Viçosa; Brazil) with
confined growing goat kids were used, because individual measurements
of intake, digestibility, ME intake and body composition (based on com-
parative slaughtering) were available. These studies provided almost all
inputs required by AFRC, CSIRO, NRC and SRNS systems for the predic-
tion of dry matter intake (DMI, g/d) and average daily gain (ADG, g/d).
All studies used a dry diet with roughage to concentrate ratio of approx-
imately 50:50; studies 2, 3, 6 and 7 also used a liquid diet made of
milk (Table 1). The main characteristics of each study are presented in
Table 1, whereas the main inputs needed for the systems are reported in
Table 2.

Dry matter intake is predicted by all evaluated systems except for the
SRNS, because this system adopted the DMI model suggested by the AFRC
system. In the systems evaluated, DMI is predicted considering starting
values that are adjusted on the basis of ME concentration in the diet (AFRC,
Eq. (1)), utilization of milk diets (CSIRO, Eq. (2)), or quality constraint based
on digestibility (NRC, Eq. (3)). The predictions of DMI were compared using
exclusively the data from kids fed ad libitum (67 observations in total).

DMI (g/d) = (76.7 × BW0.75) × (−0.666 + 1.333 × ME − 0.266 × ME2)

(1)
DMI (kg/d) = 0.04 × SRW ×
(

N

SRW

)
×
(

1.7 − N

SRW

)

×
[

(1 − Pmilk)
(1 + exp(−0.5(age−25))

]
(2)
Male Unweaned in part
of the trial

Ad libitum or at
1.2 × maintenance

DMI (kg/d) = 0.04 × SRW ×
(

N

SRW

)

×
(

1.7 − N

SRW

)
× [(1 − 1.7 × (0.8 − Dig] (3)

where BW0.75 is metabolic body weight (kg); ME the metabolizable energy
of diet (Mcal/kg DM); SRW is standard reference weight (kg); N is nor-
mal weight (kg); Pmilk is proportion of the diet from milk; and Dig the
digestibility of the diet.

For the comparisons of ADG, all animals were used (n = 137) and ADG
predictions were made using (a) the DMI predicted by the models or (b)
the DMI observed for each animal, in order to verify if the models work
better with the actual intake than with the predicted intake. Similarly, the
CSIRO and SRNS evaluations were also done using observed or predicted
energy retained (ER). Because data of body condition score and daily tem-
perature were available for only 3 studies (1, 2 and 5; Table 1), corrections
for these factors were not made in the systems that account for them. Also,
the SRNS suggested a correction to the cost of urea excretion based on the
sum of nitrogen in excess in the rumen, which could not be estimated
because it requires information not available in the considered studies.
For NRC the different genotypes in the studies were considered accord-
ing to Table 1, and then meat genotype was considered in 3 studies, dairy
genotype in 2 studies and indigenous in 2 studies.

The feeding systems were evaluated by regressing residual (observed
minus predicted) values on the predicted values centered on their mean
values (St-Pierre, 2003). This makes the slope and intercept estimates in
the regression orthogonal and, thus, independent. The intercepts of the
regression equations were used to estimate mean biases, whereas linear
biases were assessed using the slopes of the regression equations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Estimation of dry matter intake

Statistics of the relationships between residuals and
predicted DMI for the AFRC, CSIRO and NRC feeding sys-
tems showed that the basic equations for predicting DMI
recommended by all feeding systems were not accurate
(evaluations 1, 3, 5; Table 3). On an average, the AFRC
underpredicted DMI by 92 g/d, whereas NRC and CSIRO
overpredicted DMI by more than 330 g/d. Results also

showed an absence of linear bias for the last two sys-
tems (i.e., the magnitude of the bias does not change
with the magnitude of the prediction). When the adjust-
ments suggested by the systems were applied no marked
improvements were achieved in the prediction (evalua-
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the inputs taken from the studies described in Table 1 used in the comparison of the feeding systems.

Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

Age (d) 92.0 38.5 28.0 158.0
Average daily gain (g/d) 119.8 78.6 −19.0 390.9
Birth weight (kg) 3.63 0.76 1.95 5.60
BW0.75 (kg) 7.85 2.78 3.17 12.26
Dry matter intake (g/d) 521 327 45 1306
Energy retained (kcal/d) 215.4 192.0 −78.8 745.8
Mature body weight (kg) 90.2 12.2 72.5 105.3
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Metabolizable energy of the diet (kcal/kg DM) 2581
Metabolizable energy intake (kcal/d) 1432
Metabolizability (GE/ME) 0.71
Milk in the diet (% of ME intake) 40.4

ions 2, 4, 6; Table 3). For NRC and CSIRO, a decrease in
he mean bias was observed (−162 and −255 g/d, respec-
ively). On the other hand, significant linear biases (P < 0.05)
ere found. The adjustment for energy density in the diet

uggested by AFRC resulted in slight changes in the DMI
rediction (mean bias = 91 g/d, P < 0.001; Table 3).

Mature body weight and ADG were tested as covari-
tes in models for predicting DMI. Considering mature body
eight as a covariate in DMI prediction, an absence of lin-

ar bias was observed for NRC (P = 0.34 and P = 0.90, for
MI and DMI adjusted, respectively) and CSIRO (P = 0.34
nd P = 0.97, for DMI and DMI adjusted, respectively) pre-
ictions, confirming that these systems account correctly
or this variable. On the other hand, for the AFRC predic-
ions significant linear biases were found (P = 0.02), with
ncreasing bias with greater body weight. Highly significant
inear bias (P < 0.01) occurred when ADG was considered
s a covariate, indicating that ADG should be considered
n DMI prediction for growing animals. This was particu-
arly true for AFRC (linear bias = 2.883), in which the greater
he ADG the worst was the prediction. As a result, AFRC
an be greatly improved if ADG is considered in the model
f DMI prediction. Because previous studies have reported
hat animal performances can be used for predicting intake,
any models have considered daily gain, directly or indi-
ectly, for predicting DMI in growing cattle (Mertens, 1987;
RC, 2000, 2001).

The maximum voluntary feed intake is determined by
he interaction of energy requirement and physical capac-

able 3
tatistics from regressions of residual dry matter intake (DMI) on DMI predicted
onsidered because it does not predict DMI.

Evaluation number and
model

Adja Mean biasb Linear biasc

Estimate (g/d) P Estimate P

1. AFRC No 92.0 <0.001 0.885 <
2. AFRC Yes 91.5 <0.001 0.874 <
3. CSIRO No −336.9 <0.001 0.029
4. CSIRO Yes −254.6 <0.001 −0.206 <
5. NRC No −336.9 <0.001 0.029
6. NRC Yes −162.0 <0.001 0.175

a Adj = adjustments, AFRC adjustment was based on metabolizable energy in th
he diet from milk (CSIRO, 2007, p. 211) and NRC adjustment was based on qualit

b Mean bias is estimated as the intercept of the regression of the residuals (obs
c Linear bias is estimated by the slope of the regression of the residuals (obse

ias of the prediction (g/d) per unit change in the prediction (i.e., per g/d in predi
212 2277 2975
782 277 3318

0.10 0.58 0.96
21.9 12.8 99.6

ity of the digestive tract, and these parameters are clearly
related to animal size. However, the animal mass per se
is not strictly related with body size, because the latter is
influenced by development stage and body condition. In
addition, potential dry matter intake of the individual is
affected by physiological stage and amount and composi-
tion of the offered diet. However, not all these factors are
taken into consideration by the feeding systems.

3.2. Estimation of average daily gain

Results of the regression of residual ADG on predicted
ADG centered on their mean predictions are presented
in Table 4. In general, all models presented a significant
(P < 0.01) linear and mean bias, except for AFRC (mean
bias = −8 g/d, P > 0.10; evaluation 2 in Table 4).

The predictions obtained when observed DMI was used
as an input and ER was predicted by each feeding system
(evaluations 1, 3, 7, and 9 for the systems AFRC, CSIRO,
NRC, and SRNS, respectively) represent the intrinsic abil-
ity of each system to predict ADG when nutrient supply is
known. In this case, the CSIRO model gave the most accu-
rate predictions, with slightly greater mean bias than the
AFRC (12 vs. −10 g/d for CSIRO and AFRC, respectively) but

lower linear bias (−0.229 vs. −0.317) and smaller bias over
the full range of the predicted values (from 45 to −52 vs.
from 41 to −102 g/d). The SRNS predicted ADG with greater
mean bias (19 g/d, P < 0.001) than the AFRC but lower lin-
ear bias (−0.285, P < 0.001), which resulted in a maximum

by AFRC, CSIRO and NRC centered on their mean value. The SNRS is not

Residual SE (g/d) Bias at minimum
predicted DMI
(g/d)

Bias at maximum
predicted DMI
(g/d)

0.001 189 −201.6 306.8
0.001 192 −197.3 307.8
0.650 185 −354.7 −322.5
0.001 182 −39.5 −372.4
0.650 185 −354.7 −322.5
0.030 195 −246.7 −79.6

e diet (AFRC, 1998, p. 34), CSIRO adjustment was based on proportion of
y constraint of the diet (NRC, 2007, p. 34).
erved–predicted) on the predicted values centered at their means.
rved–predicted) on the predicted values. It represents the change in the
cted DMI). Therefore, it is unitless.
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Table 4
Statistics from regressions of residual average daily gain (ADG) on ADG predicted by AFRC, CSIRO, NRC and SRNS centered on their mean value.

Evaluation
number and
model

DMIa ERb Mean biasc Linear biasd Residual SE (g/d) Bias at minimum
predicted ADG (g/d)

Bias at maximum
predicted ADG (g/d)

Estimate (g/d) P Estimate P

1. AFRC Obs Pred −9.7 <0.001 −0.317 <0.001 33.5 41.0 −101.9
2. AFRC Pred Pred −7.9 0.192 −0.347 0.003 70.6 61.4 −36.7
3. CSIRO Obs Pred 11.6 <0.001 −0.229 <0.001 37.9 44.9 −52.1
4. CSIRO Obs Obs 36.0 <0.001 −0.038 0.502 44.6 40.4 27.8
5. CSIRO Pred Pred −94.4 <0.001 −0.843 <0.001 75.5 150.1 −302.5
6. CSIRO Pred Obs 37.5 <0.001 −0.022 0.697 44.3 40.0 32.6
7. NRC Obs Pred 33.0 <0.001 −0.325 <0.001 39.3 78.5 −60.0
8. NRC Pred Pred −122.0 <0.001 −0.825 <0.001 75.5 160.5 −342.0
9. SRNS Obs Pred 19.5 <0.001 −0.285 <0.001 42.8 58.1 −57.4
10. SRNS Obs Obs 28.1 <0.001 −0.131 0.02 46.6 45.1 −5.1

a DMI = dry matter intake, where Obs = observed and Pred = predicted by the model.
b ER = energy retained, where Obs = observed and Pred = predicted by the model.
c Mean bias is estimated as the intercept of the regression of the residuals (observed–predicted) on the predicted values centered at their means.
d Linear bias is estimated by the slope of the regression of the residuals (observed–predicted) on the predicted values. It represents the change in the

bias of the prediction (g/d) per unit change in the prediction (i.e., per g/d in predicted DMI). Therefore, it is unitless.

Table 5
Statistics on the bias of the average daily gain (ADG), classified on the basis of animal type, growth stage and feed restrictions, as predicted by AFRC, CSIRO,
NRC and SRNS systems.

Effect Level AFRC CSIRO NRC SRNS

Bias (g/d) P Bias (g/d) P Bias (g/d) P Bias (g/d) P

Animal type
Meat −25.0 <0.001 −5.8 0.27 9.7 0.11 −1.7 0.77
Dairy 4.0 0.51 27.4 <0.001 56.0 <0.001 43.5 <0.001
Local −3.0 0.75 20.0 0.02 39.0 <0.001 18.4 0.06

Growth stage
Unweaned −6.0 0.33 29.7 <0.001 64.0 <0.001 49.6 <0.001
Weaned −14.0 0.02 −6.2 0.19 5.0 0.65 −10.3 0.04
Ad libitum −39.0 <0.001 3.6 0.55 13.0 0.070 12.2 0.09
30% restr. 1.0 0.89 20.6 0.01 46.0 <0.001 28.6 0.001

8.3
25.8
Feed restriction 60% restr. 9.0 0.17
Maint. + 20% 21.0 0.09

bias of 58 g/d over the full range of the predicted values.
The NRC model gave the worst results for mean (33 g/d,
P < 0.001) and linear bias (−0.325, P < 0.001) and the sec-
ond worst after AFRC for the maximum bias over the full
range of the predicted values (78 g/d).

When predicted instead of measured DMI was used as
an input (evaluations 2, 5, and 8 for the systems AFRC,
CSIRO, NRC, respectively; the SRNS was not evaluated), the
AFRC gave the most accurate predictions due to its high
accuracy in predicting DMI, as previously discussed.

When measured ER was used as an input in the CSIRO
and SRNS models (evaluations 4 and 10), the mean bias was
slightly increased. For CSIRO the linear bias was not stat-
ically significant. For SRNS, although the linear bias was
significant statistically (P < 0.02) the maximum bias over
the full range of the predicted values was substantially
decreased.

Age, body weight, mature body weight, fat and pro-
tein gain were tested as covariate in the ADG prediction
and the results showed no significant linear bias (P > 0.05;

data no reported) for protein gain in the CSIRO and SRNS.
The results regarding age as covariate showed a significant
linear bias (P < 0.01; data not reported) for all except for
AFRC system, being in all cases the younger the animal the
greater the bias.
0.24 42.0 <0.001 20.5 0.02
0.04 46.0 <0.001 17.0 0.24

Overall, AFRC estimated accurately the ADG of grow-
ing goats. By evaluating the effect of class variables on
the residuals, this system was less accurate in estimat-
ing the ADG of meat breeds, weaned kids and ad libitum
fed kids compared to the other classes (Table 5). This is
probably related to the fact that this system was devel-
oped for dairy animals. On the other hand, the CSIRO, NRC
and SRNS systems had the greatest bias in the case of dairy
breeds, unweaned kids and kids subjected to feed restric-
tion. In particular, both the NRC and the SNRS, the only
systems to account for the breed genotype class, markedly
underpredicted the ADG of kids of dairy breeds (bias of
56 and 43 g/d for the NRC and SRNS systems, respectively;
Table 5), probably because both of them consider substan-
tially greater maintenance requirements for dairy than for
other breeds. In addition, the NRC had the highest bias
among the systems for kids under feed restriction (esti-
mates were underpredicting by more than 40 g/d) and for
pre-weaning kids (mean bias of 64 g/d).
4. Conclusions

The comparisons based on the dataset of Brazilian stud-
ies showed that the AFRC was the most accurate system for
predicting DMI and that the average ADG of kids accounted
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or the greatest part of the bias in the prediction of DMI by
SIRO, NRC, and, mainly, AFRC systems. The CSIRO model
ave the most accurate predictions of ADG when observed
MI was used, while the AFRC was the most accurate when
redicted DMI was used.
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